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Policymaker’s Brief — Overcoming the most
persistent problems in Australian development.

Insights from four decades of independent reviews into
Australia’s development program. This brief is based on The
Lab’s report: A Review of Reviews.

Madeleine Flint, Richard Moore and Bridi Rice.
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One | Why did the Lab look at this?

There hasn’t been an independent review of Australia’s development program since 2011 — and there’s
not one happening now. That said, the Government is pushing ahead with creating a new development
policy.With that in mind, the Lab took a look at the four most influential independent reviews of the past
40 years to identify the most persistent problems we need to fix. These lessons are an essential
starting point for Government.

Two | What did we learn?

We looked at the 1984 ‘Jackson Review’; the 1997 ‘Simons Review’; 2005’s ‘Core Group Report’; and
the ‘2011 Review’. In assessing these reviews – what they reach consensus on, where they diverge, and
what patterns appear – The Lab has identified four key lessons of critical importance as the department
begins penning the new development policy. They are as follows:

1: We need to get clear on the motivations of Australian development efforts and manage potential
conflicts and inconsistencies. The issue of national interest sits at the very top of the debates
throughout the reviews – and if we do not squarely address what national interests development does
and doesn’t advance, we will face the same pitfalls of ambiguity and ineffectiveness as we have over
the last few decades. This matters because all facets of the program need to be broadly pushing in the
same direction. Different understandings and motivations can frustrate this, undermining both
development and diplomatic impact.

2: We need to put in place some serious management tools and technology to focus the program.
In theory, the question of program focus starts with a clear policy objective under which programs
cluster coherently and effectively to achieve specific impacts (and by extension, choose not to invest
heavily in other areas). In practice, the Australian development program has faced criticism for its
inability to produce and adhere to a clear goal, focus or objective – instead lapsing into strategic
uncertainty and a tendency to be spread too thin.

3: We need to address the gap between policy and strategy on the one hand, and program design
and implementation on the other. There is deficit in this space that leaves people inside and outside
Government confused, with policy open to broad interpretations that result in scope creep – across
countries, programs, motivations, projects, and more. Country planning is crucial.

4: We need to grow and use a diverse development ecosystem. The reviews from 1984 – 2011 touch
on what a healthy, robust development ecosystem needs: strong partnerships; a capable department;
relevant and useful independent research; and broad public support. And while the reviews were
generally positive across these areas (of course noting areas for improvement), we have a radically
different development ecosystem than that of 2011 – across the department, political settings,
geopolitical landscape, delivery agencies, research and expertise, and public views.

Three | What practical steps can the Government take?

If the Government wants to address the known problems in the program, it should:

Get clear on the motivations behind Australia’s development efforts. Name what national interests
the development program does and does not serve and put this in the policy, Ministerial Statements
and ultimately a refreshed Foreign Policy White Paper.

https://www.dfat.gov.au/development/new-international-development-policy
https://www.dfat.gov.au/development/new-international-development-policy
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Tackle what sees us consistently drift away from our focus - and therefore our impact. Name the
geographic and development impact priorities, and determine criteria for situations where expansion or
shifts arise. Get a clear idea on what Australia is best placed to offer our partners, how we determine
this, and how this is rolled out practically.

Address the gap between policy and implementation. Deliver accurate, timely strategic feedback
that assesses the extent to which goals are being achieved. Make country planning evidence-based
and dynamic. Focus on the capabilities development professionals will need in 10-20 years’ time:
expertise to tackle emerging issues of technology growth, rapid climate change, geoeconomics shifts,
state fragility, and more.

Strengthen the development ecosystem in Australia andmake it future-fit. Deliver an industry and
workforce capability plan, issue an annual research agenda, map a practical pathway to engage more
locally engaged delivery partners, and get in more multi-disciplinary debates, more often.

Four | What is the Lab’s take?

Addressing these issues in the new policy will improve its effectiveness and give the programmore
impact. Leaving them unanswered runs the risk of the Government repeating the mistakes of the past
and seeing the program’s effectiveness undermined by a lack of clarity and purpose, project creep and
a loss of public enthusiasm for the program.

Read The Lab’s full report: A Review of Reviews.

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/61aeea4630faad7963d2fc75/63d2e5642af4b34b981673ed_Review%20of%20Reviews.pdf
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About the Development Intelligence Lab

The Lab is a think tank working on development cooperation strategy in the Indo-Pacific.

Our Vision is an Indo-Pacific where modern development cooperation is informed by inspired
leadership, innovative ideas and robust debate.

Our Mission is to inject modern development insights into Indo-Pacific leadership and strategy.
We do this by cutting through the noise. We curate, sense-make and elevate Indo-Pacific insights
and deliver them to those who need them.

We welcome feedback. Contact us at hello@devintelligencelab.com


